
Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA) Request 039/12 - Accidents in Police Station Car Parks 
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Public 
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2009

1 1,619.76 Sunderland Central Police 

Station - Car Park

Police vehicle was reversing into marked parking bay, when it collided with vertical metal post of hand rail on adjacent disabled person’s 

access ramp into police station.

2 0.00 Gateshead Police Station Police vehicle was driving into the police station through the open slide gate when the o/s of the police vehicle scraped the bollard 

which contains the key mechanism for the gate.  There was no apparent damage to the bollard.

3 5.04 Etal Lane Police Station - Rear 

Yard 

Police vehicle was reversing out of parking bay at the east side of rear yard.  Police vehicle was parked opposite police vehicle facing 

south against the opposite kerb on double yellow lines.  As police vehicle manoeuvred slowly out of the parking space r/n/s corner 

collided with r/n/s wheel arch causing a crease in the bodywork.

4 404.35 Southwick Police Station - 

Front Yard

Third party vehicle was slowing before reversing into a car parking space.  Prior to reversing the officers foot slipped off the clutch 

causing the vehicle to scrape the side of the third party vehicle.

Y

5 538.81 Gillbridge Police Station - Rear 

Car Park

Whilst police vehicle was being reversed into a parking bay the r/o/s of the vehicle collided at slow speed with a disability barrier 

causing a minor dent in the r/o/s of the vehicle, just above the bumper.

6 0.00 Gateshead Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle was slowly reversing out from the area of the wash bay when the f/o/s collided with rear of police vehicle which was 

parked unattended.

7 520.70 Gateshead Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle parked unattended.  Police vehicle was reversing out of the wash bay when the o/s wing mirror collided with r/n/s of 

police vehicle.

8 33.30 Marine Unit Police vehicle was travelling west out car park and clipped the wing mirror on the opening electronic gate.

9 12.61 Force Headquarters Police vehicle was reversing out of parking bay and collided with police vehicle which was parked and unattended.

10 836.58 Prudhoe Police Station - Rear 

Car Park

Police vehicle was travelling into rear yard and on manoeuvring into the enclosed area at the rear, miss calculated and collided with a 

substantial gate hinge on the n/s.

11 59.02 Houghton Le Spring Police 

Station - Rear Yard

Vehicle reversing into space in rear yard.  Whilst reversing struck a stationary plastic bin causing slight damage to the r/o/s light cluster.

12 888.47 Washington Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Whilst coming down access ramp r/o/s of vehicle scraped along overhanging barrier causing crease to bodywork and removal of r/o/s 

passenger door handle.

13 25.22 Jarrow Police Station - Rear 

Yard

Police vehicle was reversing out of parking bay.  Police vehicle had parked behind, not in a bay.  Police vehicle collided with police 

vehicle causing minor damage.

14 0.00 West Road Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle was reversing out of rear yard and collided with police vehicle parked unattended.

15 0.00 West Road Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle parked unattended in rear yard.  Police vehicle was reversing and collided with police vehicle causing slight scuff to o/s 

wing.

16 0.00 Prudhoe Police Station Police vehicle was attempting to park in car park.  In doing so the r/n/s door has collided with a protruding hinge which holds a gate.

17 421.71 Ashington Police Station Third party vehicle was parked unattended in rear yard.  When police vehicle was being manoeuvred out of the adjacent bay it collided 

with the third party vehicle.

18 0.00 Ashington Police Station Police vehicle parked unattended in rear yard.  Third party vehicle was parked adjacent and  when manoeuvring out of parking bay 

collided with police vehicle.

19 631.79 Gillbridge Police Station - Rear 

Yard

Due to the manner vehicle  had been parked in the rear yard and the number of other vehicle parked with in it.  No further details 

available.
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20 416.64 Bedlington Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle attempted to park in the marked bays.  In doing so police vehicle has clipped stationary police vehicle causing minor 

damage to both.

21 432.39 Bedlington Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle parked unattended in rear yard.  Police vehicle has attempted to park in marked bay and collided with police vehicle.

22 1,451.98 West End Police Station Police vehicle was reversing out of parking bay and collided with bottom of police station wall.

23 853.97 Ashington Police Station - Car 

Park

Police vehicle was being reversed into a parking space.  At this time it has collided at low speed with a skip placed on the grass verge 

behind the parking space unseen by the driver causing dent to rear door.

24 23.36 Gateshead Police Station Police vehicle was reversing from a parking bay and collided with police vehicle which was parked unattended.

25 20.17 Gateshead Police Station Police vehicle parked unattended.  Police vehicle collided with police vehicle when reversing out of parking bay.

26 435.18 Gateshead Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle reversing out police car park when r/n/s of police vehicle collided with skip.

27 14.02 Forest Hall Police Station The driver of the police vehicle 1 was reversing out of the car park.  The driver of vehicle 2 was parked half on the road half on the 

pavement.  Police vehicle collided with rear of third party vehicle.

Y

28 25.21 Blyth Police Station - Rear Yard Police vehicle was reversing from the rear yard and  turned hard left causing the vehicle to collide with a bollard mounted on the 

pavement causing minor damage to the rear of the police vehicle.

29 60.60 Berwick Police Station - Rear 

Yard

Police vehicle was slowly reversing back turning the wheel immediately hard right to allow a reverse turn and face the gates.  In doing 

so the r/n/s bumper struck third party vehicle on its r/o/s bumper.

30 5.04 Berwick Police Station - Rear 

Yard

Police vehicle parked unattended in rear yard of police car park.  Third party vehicle was reversing out of parking bay and collided with 

r/o/s bumper of police vehicle.

31 39.24 Market Street Police Station Prisoner repeatedly kicked wooden seat inside cage with shoe causing damage to the wood.

32 0.00 South Shields Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Third party vehicle was manoeuvring in the rear yard when it has collided with police vehicle causing minor damage.

33 933.83 South Shields Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police carrier vehicle driving in the rear yard, when manoeuvring the vehicle to exit the yard it has collided with the rear of the dog 

section vehicle causing damage to both vehicles.  This is a low speed collision and no persons have been injured as a result.

34 999.54 Gateshead Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle was leaving the rear yard via the side gate and the protruding metal gate scraped the underside of the car.

35 5.61 Washington Police Station - 

Yard

Whilst pulling out of a parking bay in the car park collided with a stationary vehicle (belonging to an on-duty Officer).

36 850.70 Blyth Police Station - Car Park CSO reversing private vehicle out of the car park and clipped the r/n/side of an unattended parked police vehicle causing slight 

scratching to both vehicles.

37 388.09 Bedlington Police Station - Car 

Park

No details available.

38 0.00 Force Headquarters Police vehicle was reversing out of parking space when it struck the r/o/s of third party vehicle.

39 0.00 Whickham Police Station Police vehicle was revering around n/s bend within rear yard when r/n/s collide with a fixed no entry sign pole.

40 594.96 Market Street Police Station While partly blocked in the vehicle was reversing out and collided with the wall.  Damage to the o/s/r door above the handle.

41 44.05 Fleet Management Car Park Police vehicle parked unattended.  Hire vehicle pulled away after being parked next to police vehicle and collided with r/n/s.  No 

damage was caused to hire vehicle.

42 0.00 Bedlington Police Station - Car 

Park

Police vehicle parked unattended.  CSO opened the door of private vehicle which collided with police vehicle.
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43 0.00 Gateshead Police Station Being unable to find a parking space police vehicle has reversed out of the main vehicle entrance and has scraped the o/s of the vehicle 

against the key post.

44 704.26 South Shields Police Station Vehicle found with damage to boot lid.  Last user completed weekly checks on the vehicle and  confirms at time of weekly checks there 

was no damage to the vehicle boot lid.  Since then the vehicle has been used and no driver details have been entered in to the log 

book.45 0.00 Force Headquarters Police vehicle (hire) was reversing.  While reversing between vehicles the passenger r/s of police vehicle collided with third party vehicle 

r/s bumper.

46 784.60 Washington Police Station - 

Car Park

Vehicle was driving off from car park and moving forward to go down access/exit ramp and scraped n/s/r on fencing that borders the 

ramp causing damage to vehicle.  No damage was caused to fence.

47 1,360.64 Bedlington Police Station - Car 

Park

Police vehicle was parked unattended in rear car park with its doors open at the time.  Third party vehicle was reversing from the rear 

bay and collided with the rear doors causing damage.

48 286.04 South Shields Police Station - 

Rear Car Park

Police vehicle entered the rear car park.  At this time there were no free parking spaces available so Officer parked at the end of the 

row close to the fire exit door leading to the first floor.  Attempted to get as close t o the wall as possible so that the vehicle was not 

sticking out.  As a result has managed to drive into the wall at a very slow speed.

49 346.10 Gillbridge Avenue Police 

Station - Rear Car Park

Vehicle 1 was leaving the police car park at a slow speed in reverse.  Upon approaching the entry/exit gate another vehicle has entered 

the car park and vehicle 1 has had to manoeuvre in order to allow the other vehicle space.  As vehicle 1 has reversed to allow space it 

has collided with the extended winch mechanism which you would struggle to see in all mirrors.

50 9.34 Gateshead Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Reversing vehicle 1 in a cramped car park.  Whilst attempting to manoeuvre out of the yard the f/n/s of vehicle 1 has caught the r/o/s 

of vehicle 2 causing minor scratches/scrapes.  Incident occurred due to close vicinity of vehicle in cramped rear yard and lack of space 

to manoeuvre safely.  Vehicle 2 was placed in situ after vehicle 1.

51 0.00 Gateshead Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle parked unattended in rear yard.  Whilst attempting to manoeuvre out of the yard third party vehicle collided with rear of 

police vehicle.

52 1,381.53 Whickham Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle parked unattended in rear yard.  Third party vehicle was reversing out of parking area and collided with police vehicle.

53 6,200.50 Fleet Management Whilst manoeuvring recovery vehicle with vehicle 1 in transit, vehicle 1 collided with overhanging roof of the building.

54 0.00 Fleet Management Whilst manoeuvring out of a parking space has scratched the o/s/f due to insufficient room to manoeuvre the vehicle.

55 1,185.91 Force Headquarters Police vehicle was reversing out of car park and collided with third party vehicle.

56 2,551.65 Byker Police Station - Rear 

Yard

This is a low speed impact accident whereby Officer has been driving out of the rear yard in a police protected carrier.  Having waited 

for the electronic gates to open, vehicle has turned left to exit the yard and collided with the gate post causing n/s/r damage to the 

carrier and minor scraping damage to the gate.

57 887.70 Marine Unit Vehicle was waiting for gate to open, vehicle moved off but gate was not fully open and hit the side of the vehicle.  This has caused 

damage to the passenger side.

58 277.58 Heaton Police Station - Car 

Park

Police vehicle was reversing out of parking area and reversed into a low bollard causing slight damage.

59 616.62 Heaton Police Station - Car 

Park

Police vehicle was reversing around a parked van, between two concrete bollards.  As a result has collided with a bollard resulting in 

scraping above the r/n/s wheel arch and on base of door.

60 114.31 Clifford Street Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle 1 was moving off forward from the allocated van parking bay in the rear yard making a right turn manoeuvre.  The o/s of 

the vehicle impacted with the corner of a refuse skip which was parked in the adjacent bay.  Very minor damage was caused to the hi-

vis  police livery on the o/s of the vehicle.  However upon examination there is no damage to the bodywork.

61 507.56 Whickham Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police officer was reversing private vehicle out of a designated parking space and collided with a stationary police vehicle.  The police 

vehicle was not in a designated parking bay at the time of the collision.
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62 160.40 Clifford Street Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Personnel carrier was leaving the rear yard and was stationary at the rear gate waiting for the automatic barrier to open.  At this time 

the vehicle blue lights were illuminated.  As the gate opened the vehicle took the left turn out of the yard at slow speed, however the 

r/n/s of the personnel carrier collided with the gate.

63 0.00 Jarrow Police Station The vehicle, whilst being parked, impacted slightly with a perimeter brick wall causing minor scratches to the front bumper area.

64 365.82 Alnwick Police Station - Front 

Car Park

Police vehicle 1 was reversing from front of police station and collided with police vehicle 2 parked and stationary.

65 387.18 Alnwick Police Station - Front 

Car Park

Police vehicle parked unattended in front of police station.  Police vehicle 2 was reversing and collided with police vehicle.

66 5.61 Southwick Police Station Police vehicle 1 was parked unattended in car park when police vehicle 2 attempted to park and collided with f/n/s of police vehicle.

67 881.58 Washington Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Third party vehicle was parked in a marked bay in the rear yard and was subsequently reversed out of the parking bay.  The r/o/s of 

third party vehicle has collided with the r/o/s of police vehicle which was parked unattended at this time in a marked bay.

68 0.00 Force Headquarters Hire car was parked in the visitors car park and at the time there was a contractors van parked next to it, one of the contractors 

opened the van door and a gust of wind caught the van door and it hit the hire car wing/door .

69 593.26 Etal Lane Police Station Officer opened rear door of vehicle.  Extremely strong winds blew the door open colliding with another vehicle (no damage).  The 

impact caused a dent to the door and the window was knocked out.

70 5.61 Washington Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle was travelling out of the car park, upon approaching the automated gate, which has been newly fitted, the vehicle has 

stopped, the gates have opened slower than normal and the vehicle has begun to move forward to exit the car park.  Upon seeing the 

gate was not quite open enough the driver has caused the vehicle to brake sharply and as a result there has been some minimal impact 

with the corner of the gate causing a small scuff mark.

71 14.02 Pilgrim Street Police Station - 

Car Park

Police vehicle was being manoeuvred out of car park and was passing by the rear of a parked police vehicle 2.  Police vehicle's path 

was impeded due to the fact that two other vehicles were parked in the car park but not inside the confines of marked parking bays.  

Whilst trying to manoeuvre round the back of vehicle 2, police vehicle collided with vehicle 2 causing very minor damage ie 

scratch/scuff to its back bumper and some minor scuffing to its own (vehicle 1) o/s door.

Y

72 703.16 Prudhoe Police Station - Rear 

Yard

Whilst entering rear yard at s low speed, vehicle scraped gate post on n/s causing slight damage to rear passenger door.

73 553.94 Westgate Road Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle parked unattended in rear yard.  Police vehicle hit by police vehicle 1 when reversing out of parking bay.

74 11.21 Force Headquarters Vehicle driven at slow speed between barriers to the car park.  The passenger side of the vehicle came into contact with the lower lug 

on the barrier and left three small creases in the n/s/sliding door and wheel arch.

75 879.87 Clifford Street Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle was being driven from rear of car park through open gates where work was being carried out by workmen.  Upon exiting 

gateway, r/n/s of vehicle collided with gate.

76 469.65 Berwick Police Station - Rear 

Yard

Vehicle 1 driven by off duty Officer was reversing in rear yard when it collided with stationary unattended police vehicle parked in 

parking bay.

77 380.73 Newcastle West Police Station - 

Rear Yard 

Whilst manoeuvring to insert key to open rear gates, f/o/s scraped wall.  Officer had lifted up button to engage reverse but vehicle has 

gone into first gear.

78 522.10 Washington Police Station Police vehicle reversing out of a parking bay and has collided with the entry post.

79 16.82 Forest Hall Police Station – 

Front Parking Area

Police vehicle was reversing at slow speed and in performing this manoeuvre police vehicle collided with a yellow grit container located 

in the parking area causing damage.
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2010

1 132.10 South Shields Police Office - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle whilst being parked in car park bumps in to parked police van causing crack to rear plastic bumper, no injuries, minor 

damage.

2 1,356.53 Washington Police Station - 

Car Park

In the upper car park, officer was manoeuvring out of a parking bay, the vehicle deviated from its course due to the icy conditions and 

came to a rest against the metal fence at the top of the ramp.

3 11.21 Jarrow Police Station - Rear 

Car Park

Officer was reversing the police vehicle in the rear car park when it collided with a wall within the car park.  Damage caused was a 

scratch on the o/s/r bumper and also below a (3cms) scratch and very slight dent.

4 5.61 Gillbridge Police Station - Rear 

Yard

Police vehicle had reversed out of rear yard negotiating a right hand bend due to heavily congested rear yard with parked vehicles, 

when it collided with police vehicle (a parked and unattended police vehicle).

5 5.61 Gillbridge Police Station - Rear 

Yard

Police vehicle parked unattended.  Police vehicle collided with police vehicle as it reversed out of car park.

6 11.21 North Shields Police Station - 

Rear Yard 

Police vehicle parked unattended in rear yard.  Police vehicle 1 was being manoeuvred and while trying to pass police vehicle collided 

with r/o/s bumper.

7 1,923.85 Whickham Police Station - Car 

Park

Whilst vehicle was reversing out car park.  Vehicle 1 collided with wall at entrance of station.  Driver of vehicle 1 temporarily lost sight 

of wall in the n/s rear view mirror.

8 420.00 Gillbridge Police Station - Rear 

Yard

Police vehicle parked and unattended in bay.  Third party vehicle was also parked and unattended in rear yard, however it appears the 

handbrake was not set correctly and third party vehicle has rolled forward colliding with the o/s/r door of the police vehicle causing a 

dent.  No damage to third party vehicle.

Y

9 16.82 South Shields Police Station - 

Car Park

Police vehicle was parked in the car park.  Officers returning to the station found police vehicle had collided with third party vehicle 

which was parked behind it.  The Officers inspected police vehicle and found the handbrake was in the off position.  There appeared no 

damage to either car.

Y

10 14.02 Whickham Police Station Officer was driving police vehicle and parking in the car park by way of reversing.  Third party vehicle has struck police vehicle, which 

was parked and unattended.  The collision has been extremely minor (t-cut may remove) causing scuff marks to third party vehicle 

r/n/s wing and police vehicle n/s/r wing.

11 1,044.25 Market Street Police Station - 

Rear Car Park

Police vehicle was reversed out of a tight parking bay, the car park was extremely busy and the police vehicle had a slight bump with a 

yellow stationary pole that could not be seen out of the rear window due to the height of the pole.

12 399.36 West Road Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Small scuff to f/o/s wheel arch caused by slight contact with wall while pulling in to use key pad to  gain entrance to rear yard to park 

police vehicle.

13 603.52 Farringdon Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle 1 parked stationary and unattended on double yellow lines within rear yard.  Driver of police vehicle 2 reversed out of 

parking bay and collided with o/s wing, causing minor damage to wing and o/s door.

14 203.54 North Shields Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle was parked stationary in rear yard.  Third party vehicle was reversing in the car park and collided with police vehicle 

causing minor damage to both vehicles.

15 0.00 Clifford Street Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle was pulling into a parking bay in the rear car park and collided slightly with a concrete bollard situated between the bay 

and the perimeter fence.  The damage to the police vehicle consists of scuffing to the f/o/s plastic insert of the bumper only, together 

with an indentation to the same insert.  The bollard itself has been previously damaged, assuming by a similar accident.

16 500.57 Gillbridge Police Station -  Rear 

Yard

Congested rear police yard, with police vehicles and private works vans.  Police vehicle was attempting to manoeuvre out of yard when 

it reversed into a static bollard protecting the outside generator stand.  Bollard undamaged, minor damage to police vehicle.

17 705.99 Berwick Police Station - Rear 

Yard

Third party vehicle was being reversed by off-duty Officer when they collided with police vehicle which was parked behind their vehicle.
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18 16.82 Blyth Police Station – Car Park Officer has driven the police vehicle from its space in the police car park and approached the barrier, which activates normally upon 

approach, the officer thinking the barrier was up heard a collision and on inspection saw  the damage and debris of the blue plastic rear 

roof light n/s cowling has broken.

19 0.00 Crow Hall Road Cramlington - 

Car Park

Officer reported damage to their vehicle, whilst parked at Crow Hall Road.  Prior to damage being found, they had noted a Mercedes 

white van had been parked alongside his vehicle.  Driver and passenger of the police vehicle have been spoken to and are not aware of 

any damage being caused to the officer’s vehicle.

20 5.61 Ashington Police Station - 

Secure Car Park

Police vehicle was parked and unattended in police station car park.  Police vehicle 1 was reversing into parking bay and collided with 

police vehicle 2.

21 396.81 Ashington Police Station - 

Secure Car Park

Officer was reversing police vehicle into parking bay when the front passenger door has collided with the rear wheel arch/bumper of 

another stationary police vehicle which was in the parking bay next to it, causing minor damage to the front passenger door of their 

police vehicle and slight damage to the rear wheel arch bumper of the stationary police vehicle.

22 5.61 North Shields Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle was attempting to turn right through a gap between a car in a parking bay and the entrance to the van dock in the rear 

yard.  The r/o/s bumper of the connect van grazed the r/n/s panel of the third party vehicle next to the bumper causing a scratch in the 

paintwork of the third party vehicle.

23 5.61 North Shields Station - Rear 

Yard

Police vehicle was parked unattended and third party vehicle collided with r/n/s panel.

24 168.71 Not Known.  Found Whilst 

Checking Van

Whilst checking van noticed r/n/s corner of bumper missing.  Not known how caused or when.

25 713.59 South Shields Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle reversing out of parking bay.  As driver did so slowly, turning right to go straight ahead has nudged a metal barrier 

behind.  Causing minor scuff mark to r/n/s panel of police vehicle above wheel arch.

26 705.82 Jarrow Police Station - Rear 

Yard

Police vehicle was reversing out of the rear yard.  There were numerous other police vehicle in the area parked at this time and there 

was limited space for manoeuvre due to other police vehicles being washed and vehicles being checked.  Vehicle has collided at slow 

speed with a wall in the yard.

27 5.61 Washington Police Station Police vehicle was parked outside station.  Upon return to the vehicle the Officer has reversed out of the parking area on to the road 

leading in to police station.  Upon reversing the vehicle has hit a permanent pillar causing minor damage to r/n/s light cluster - no other 

vehicle involved, no injuries to driver/passenger.

28 0.00 South Shields Police Station - 

Rear

Police vehicles and third party vehicles were parked parallel to each other in allocated parking bays.  Third party vehicle was parked 

unattended.  As police vehicle was reversing out of the space it collided with third party vehicle.  Very minor damage was caused to the 

r/o/s of police vehicle and r/n/s of third party vehicle.

29 0.00 South Shields Police Station Police vehicle 1 was parked stationary and unattended.  Police vehicle 2 was reversing out of parking bay and collided with police 

vehicle 1.

30 5.61 Gateshead Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Whilst pulling out of police parking bay collided with f/o/s wing below headlight cluster of stationary police vehicle transit connect, 

causing dent and  scuff to bumper.  No apparent damage caused to other vehicle.

31 11.21 Gateshead Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle stationary in yard when hit by other police vehicle when pulling out.

32 5.61 Market Street Police Station - 

Car Park

A parked unattended third party vehicle was in the car park.  The police vehicle was being manoeuvred in the car park when the r/o/s 

bumper scraped the r/o/s bumper of the third party vehicle causing scratching of the paintwork of the two vehicle's bumpers.

33 335.17 South Shields Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle was parked stationary and unattended in police car park.  Third party vehicle was reversing out of wash bay area and 

collided with f/o/s of police vehicle.
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34 1,182.27 Alnwick Police Station Officer was driving the transit van out of the police yard and as they turned the corner to go out of the gate they did not swing around 

far enough and scraped the n/s sliding door and n/s/r wheel arch causing damage.

35 470.78 Southwick Police Station - 

Found During Vehicle Checks

While conducting vehicle checks a dent was noticed to rear tailgate of vehicle.  There is no disturbance of the paint surface.  The 

damage is on tailgate above bumper level and the bumper is undamaged.  Enquiries with users of vehicle have not revealed any reason 

for this damage.  The damage may have occurred when the vehicle was parked elsewhere unknown to any user.

36 5.61 Byker Police Station - Car Park Police vehicle was parked in a bay facing outward and third party vehicle was parked in the adjacent bay facing inward.  Outside of the 

bays a 'cherry picker' was parked blocking the road whilst cleaning windows.  Police vehicle has tried to navigate past the cherry 

picker's stabilising legs which were down and has touched third party vehicle.  The r/o/s wheel arch of police vehicle made contact with 

the r/o/s bumper of vehicle 2 causing minor scratching to vehicle 2 only.

37 5.61 Southwick Police Station - Rear 

Car Park

Police vehicle was reverse turning into a parking bay and the r/n/s of the police vehicle has collided with a stationary parked car causing 

damage around the f/o/s of the third party vehicle mainly around the wheel arch.

Y

38 16.82 Harton Police Station - Car 

Park

Police vehicle was being reversed into a parking bay when the r/n/s collided with third party vehicle, on the f/o/s corner.  Slight damage 

to both vehicles.

Y

39 16.82 Hebburn Police Station  - Rear 

Secure Car Park

Police vehicle was reversing out of a parking bay, third party vehicle was stationary within the car park prior to reversing into a parking 

bay.  Police vehicle moved back and collided with third party vehicle causing minor damage.

Y

40 574.07 Force Headquarters Police vehicle was attempting to park, this involved three point turn.  During turn the r/n/s wheel arch of police vehicle contacted front 

corner of police vehicle (parked) causing damage to both vehicles.

41 310.76 Force Headquarters Police vehicle parked unattended.  Police vehicle 2 was conducting a three point turn and collided with front of police vehicle.

42 0.00 Etal Lane Police Station - Rear 

Yard

Police vehicle was being reversed slowly into a parking bay when it collided lightly with a wall.

43 11.21 Alnwick Police Station - Rear 

Car Park

Police vehicle reversing in car park and collided with stationary G4S van parked in car park.  Minimal damage to G4S rear skirt of 

vehicle.

44 317.84 Fleet Management Car Park Transporter was reversing with police vehicle on spec frame and police vehicle has collided with cones in car park.

45 5.61 South Shields Police Station - 

Car Park

Police vehicle parked up unattended.  Private vehicle of police staff member reversed from parking bay.  Driver tried to negotiate 

parked police vehicle but collided at low speed.  Point of impact on both vehicle r/o/s bumpers.

Y

46 34.95 Bedlington Police Station During vehicle check and whilst adjusting the nearside door mounted rear view mirror, the glass fell out and broke.

47 374.72 Peterlee Police Station Police vehicle was reversing out of car park and collided with lamppost.

48 14.02 Prudhoe Vehicle was collected from Fleet Management and the following damage was found on the vehicle.  1.  Dent to roof of vehicle, believed 

caused by the portable blue lights being attached to the roof.  2.  Dent/crease to r/n/s tailgate.

2011

1 5.61 Gateshead Police Station - Car 

Park

Police vehicle approached closed automatic gates from car park in order to enter main carriageway .  Driver waits for gates to open, 

right handside gate opens, left gate remains closed due to malfunction.  Police vehicle reverses in order to manoeuvre into position and 

exit via open gate.  Police vehicle proceeds through open gate, however n/s/r sill (close to wheel) catches bracket which is attached to 

left gate causing two inch deep scratch to sill.

2 11.21 Gateshead Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Officers attempting to move parked van, reversing under marshalling, has come into slow moving contact, sideways on, with rear yard 

barrier gate.  No damage to vehicle - no damage to gate, however gate has stuck in position.

3 311.67 Whickham Police Station Officer drove from main carriageway (Whickham highway) into police station car park.  Due to icy conditions/untreated road vehicle slid 

and made contact with wall at entrance of police station.  Minor damage caused to f/n/s bumper of vehicle.  No damage to wall.

4 28.03 Haltwhistle Police Station - 

Rear

Officer was reversing the police vehicle into the garages when the blue light cluster struck the up and over garage door which had not 

opened fully.  The lights are still operative however the cover will need replacing.
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5 290.90 South Shields Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Officer reversing police vehicle into parking bay when o/s door mirror collided with r/o/s wing of parked vehicle.  This vehicle was the 

parked one.

6 14.02 Washington Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Whilst officer was exiting the police vehicle a gust of wind took the door away from them causing it to make contact with the vehicle 

parked next to it.  Both vehicles parked at the time of incident.

7 22.42 Westgate Road Police Station - 

Rear Yard

The driver of police vehicle was reversing in order to drive out of the car park when they collided with a stationary police vehicle.

8 11.21 Southwick Police Station While reversing police vehicle into a parking space has accidentally reversed into a private vehicle which was parked on a corner at 

police station.  The vehicle was inspected and I could see no damage but when the owner inspected the vehicle they said there was a 

small mark on the grill.

9 1,214.88 Jarrow Police Station  - Back 

Yard

After washing the police vehicle in a wash bay, the driver began a reverse manoeuvre, at slow speed, but due to the angle of the 

reverse and the position of a wall in the yard the reversing sensor only activated for a slight second before the r/n/s of the police 

vehicle collided with the wall, at the point of impact the wall was obscured by the r/o/s vehicle roof support.

10 40.77 Pilgrim Street Police Station Police officer driving a police van turned left from Pilgrim Street to enter the car park which allows access to the rear yard.  The driver 

approached the closed shutter doors to the rear yard and collided with the shutter doors at a slow pace from the front of the van.

11 11.21 Morpeth Police Station - Yard Whilst driving through front gate the o/s/r caught the electric gate key pad and pulled it from its mountings.  No damage to police 

vehicle.

12 11.21 Clifford Street Police Station Officer driving police vehicle into rear yard.  Whilst attempting to park in designated parking bay, misjudges turn and f/o/s collides with 

r/n/s of parked police vehicle in adjacent parking bay.  Causing minor damage to bodywork on both vehicles.  

13 11.21 South Shields Police Station Police vehicle reversing to park up, collides with stationary police vehicle 1.  Minor mark to r/o/s bumper of vehicle 1.  No damage at all 

to other police vehicle.

14 48.66 South Shields Police Station - 

Yard

Vehicle was moving off and collided with the sliding gate at the exit of car park.

15 16.82 Unknown Small dent found in n/s sill after vehicle had been left unattended at Seahouses Police Station.

16 92.49 Alnwick Police Station - Front 

Car Park

Whilst manoeuvring in car park collided with wall.

17 200.95 Washington Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Officer was reversing vehicle in order to park in the rear yard and has misjudged the distance to the wall behind.  The rear bumper of 

the vehicle has touched the wall causing the plastic to flex.  No damage to the wall but damage to the police vehicle bumper.

18 459.23 Sunderland Central Police 

Station - Rear Yard

The driver of police vehicle was reversing out of a parking bay, whilst conducting this manoeuvre the rear of the vehicle on the driver’s 

side has collided with a handrail.

19 11.21 Gillbridge Police Station - Rear 

Yard

Officer was reversing vehicle in a crowded rear yard when they collided with a stationary steel barrier causing minor damage to the 

r/o/s bumper.  Slight indentation left on the bumper.

20 561.40 Southwick Police Station Police vehicle collided with the wall of the car park whilst reversing, no damage to the wall, and slight damage to the police vehicle.

21 401.94 Police Station - Rear Yard The officer was passing through the exit gates of rear yard in order to park the vehicle in a position for emergency response and the 

r/n/s wheel and arch have collided with the n/s gate post.  The wheel arch and outer wheel rim were both damaged however the gates 

remain intact.

22 11.21 Gillbridge Police Station – Car 

Park

While reversing the police vehicle into a parking bay, the driver has struck a bollard beside the parking bay.

23 134.21 South Shields Police Station - 

Rear Car Park

Vehicle 1 was reversing out of parking bay and has collided with f/n/s wing of vehicle 2 causing damage to f/n/s wing of vehicle 2 and 

r/o/s light cluster and bumper of vehicle 1.
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24 0.00 South Shields Police Station - 

Car Park

Police vehicle 1 was parked unattended, police vehicle 2 was reversing into parking space and collided with police vehicle 1.

25 640.29 Whickham Police Station - Car 

Park

The vehicle was reversing in the car at slow speed when it has collided with the wall of the station causing slight damage to the r/n/s 

bumper.  There is no damage to the wall of the station.

26 11.21 Clifford Street Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Officer reversing from marked parking bay, has clipped passenger door of vehicle parked in adjacent bay.

27 649.65 Etal Lane Police Station Police vehicle was moving off from a designated parking bay, turning left onto the main driveway around the police station.  During the 

manoeuvre, the n/s of vehicle has collided with another police vehicle causing minor damage.

28 30.84 Etal Lane Police Station Vehicle 1 was parked unattended in designated parking bay.  Vehicle 2 was moving off from adjacent parking bay and collided with 

vehicle 1.

29 163.65 Houghton Le Spring Police 

Station - Car Park

Officer was driving the police vehicle towards the automatic electric gate.  At this time the automatic gate was already wide open on 

their approach to the gate.  On entering the open area of the gate it began to close and subsequently caught the passenger side front 

wing mirror causing it to break free from the vehicle and causing some minor scrapes along the front passenger side door.  The gate 

stopped on impact and remained in that position.

30 756.77 Fleet Management Car Park Vehicle was manoeuvring in front yard when the n/s/r speclift frame of the vehicle body caught the o/s/f bumper of police vehicle.

31 11.21 Hexham Police Station Third party vehicle was driving out of the station public car park when the f/n/s of the thirty party vehicle has collided with r/o/s of 

police vehicle causing damage.

Y

32 0.00 Gateshead Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Whilst reversing the vehicle out of the rear yard misjudged distance and collided with a wall cracking the rear nearside light cluster.

33 11.21 Etal Lane Police Station - Front 

Car Park

As Officer got back into stationary police vehicle, a male just released on bail approached the police vehicle and kicked the passenger 

side wing mirror causing two of the clips on the outer body coloured cover to snap and that cover to fall from its mounting to the 

ground.  The male was arrested and later charged with the criminal damage offence.

34 0.00 Force Headquarters Police vehicle (tractor with bucket fitted) was pulling out of gardening compound and was hit by third party vehicle travelling from 

direction of sewage works.  F/n/s of third party vehicle collided with tractor bucket.  Police vehicle is a tractor / no damage.

Y

35 645.53 Etal Lane Police Station - Rear 

Yard

Officer was reversing slowly from the custody bay area when the o/s of the vehicle scraped against the protruding wall.

36 11.21 Washington Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police driver reversing at slow speed in confined space, collided with wall mounted air conditioning unit not observed in mirrors due to 

blind spot in mirrors.

37 0.00 Force Headquarters Officer was reversing the demo car and hit a bollard that had been knocked over and pushed into the ground.  There was no bleep 

whilst reversing.

38 11.21 Etal Lane Police Station - Car 

Park

Whilst reversing into a parking space the rear driver's side wheel arch of the police vehicle came into contact with the front passenger 

side wheel arch of the stationary vehicle belonging to a member of the public.

Y

39 0.00 Force Headquarters The police vehicle was manoeuvring into a parking space when it collided with the r/o/ s wheel arch of third party vehicle causing very 

slight damage to the third party vehicle.  Third party vehicle was unattended at this time.

Y

40 28.03 North Shields Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle being manoeuvred in rear yard so it could be parked.  Officer misjudged the proximity of the vehicle to a wall and 

scrapped the off side front corner of the bumper on the wall causing minor damage (paint transfer).

41 0.00 Gateshead Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle 1 entered the rear car park via the Warwick Street gate.  The vehicle then ascended the ramp towards the car park.  The 

n/s of the ramp has allocated parking bays and vehicle 2 was parked in one of these bays.  Vehicle 1 has passed vehicle 2 on the o/s 

and manoeuvred left to park in a bay in front of vehicle 2.  Upon doing this the n/s of vehicle 1 has collided with the front.
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42 719.59 Gateshead Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle was parked unattended.  Third party vehicle attempted to park alongside and has collided with f/o/s of police vehicle.

43 39.24 Washington Police Station - 

Car Park

Officer was reversing down centre ramp of rear car park when collided r/o/s with bollard.  Appears slight damage to r/o/s mudguard.

44 0.00 South Shields Police Station - 

Rear Yard/Garages

Officer was in the process of reversing the police vehicle at a very slow speed into the garage area.  As they were about to reverse 

round a left hand corner, the top of the r/n/s roof section made contact with an overhanging hazard sign.  This caused very minor 

damage to the door section, being scratched and slight chip to paintwork and weld.

45 0.00 Gateshead Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Vehicle was being reversed out of a parking space when it collided with a concrete post, causing damage to the driver's door and wing 

mirror casing.

46 39.24 Morpeth Police Station - Rear 

Yard

Officer was manoeuvring the vehicle into the most appropriate parking space with in the rear yard.  Whilst performing a tight right hand 

turn the r/o/s of police vehicle made slight contact with the f/n/s of police vehicle 1, which was parked unattended, causing very minor 

damage to both vehicles.

47 11.21 Morpeth Police Station - Rear 

Yard

Vehicle parked and unattended.  Police vehicle 1 attempted to park and collided with police vehicle.

48 0.00 Bedlington Police Station - 

Yard

Vehicle was reversing into a parking bay in yard and collided with a lamppost, cracking the rear bumper.

49 145.14 Prudhoe Police Station - Rear 

Yard

Vehicle was being driven forward when a water hose became caught on the rear bumper of the vehicle and pulled the bumper from the 

car causing damage to the bumper fixings.

50 14.02 South Shields Police Station - 

Rear Yard

Police vehicle pulled up at the rear automated gates, but the gate has failed to activate.  Third party vehicle has pulled up behind police 

vehicle but more to the n/s.  Officer has checked their o/s mirror before reversing, and has failed to see the vehicle in their n/s mirror.  

Very low speed impact with minor damage caused to front o/s bumper.

Y



Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA) Request 039/12 - Accidents in Police Station Car Parks 

Compensation

Year Incident Location Description Settlement Date Cost of Repairs £

2009 South Shields Police Station Police vehicle collided with a member of the public's vehicle 

causing minor damage

23/02/2009 325.00

2010 Etal Lane Police Station Police vehicle collided with a member of the public's vehicle 

causing damage

23/02/2011 658.98

2011 Southwick Police Station Police vehicle collided with a member of the public's vehicle 

causing damage

26/07/2011 606.00

Hebburn Police Station Police vehicle collided with a member of the public's vehicle 

causing damage

09/03/2011 271.93

Total 1,861.91

The information provided is in relation to settlements for compensation in connection with Road Traffic Collision Civil Claims for accidents in Police Station Car

Parks, which involved damage to a member of the public's vehicle that have been received within the Civil Claims Section of the Legal Department for the years

2009, 2010 and 2011.


